Salut,

Meeting with Mr Kim, delegate representative of DPRK in Unesco.

Present:
- Marie Pierre Allie
- Olivier Lesrel
- Martine Lochin

Meeting during more than one hour...

Again, to present MSF, INGO, non gvtal organisation, medical etc ....

Again, explaining the mission in 95 in the 3 provinces following floods and the different explo mission

Again, the concerns and worry of MSF about situation in DPRK for nutrition and medical. Many sources says that the situation is deteriorating quickly.

Again, the proposition from MSF to help north korean people.

So, now, we want to know if we can have the autorisation to do a new evaluation ... and start a programm asap after this evaluation ...

MSF Has big support from donors (UE, Norway .. etc )

We have a team ready to go .. etc ...... and we think that it should be interesting that the team can visit healht structures, kindergarten, schools...

Questions of Mr Kim:
- how many people ?
- How long time ?
- How much for the proposal ?

Nutrition:
The different actions that MSF can propose are various:

- the way of treating malnourished children (therap and sup feeding)
We explained that for this kind of programm, 6 months is necessary (nut programm for therap and sup feeding, .... )

- distribution for targeted pop... children between 6 months to 5 years old.

Other programm depending of the conclusions of explo mission.

Medical:
same kind of programm, we did in 95. (to provide medecine and med material in health structures, training for health staff)

Mr Kim said that 6 months is too long .... the people of PYG will refuse .... so, we introduce the fact that the action of MSF could be less long ....depending of the results of explo mission.
Mr Kim said that the explo will be ok for 3 weeks but the explo will have to leave the country because he does not think that MSF will have the agreement of donor so quick to be able to begin asap the programm. We said that we will inform the donors about the explo to prepare them. We have a big confidence and credibility / our donors (sic .. sic..) and we use to work in emergency with the donors.

Big confusion because of the fax from marlo : MR Kim thinks that 2 evaluation team of MSF asks to go to DPRK .... There is a lot of delegation going in DPRK without positive results ... so, the friends of PYG and MR Kim are upset of so many delegation ....

So, we explain that it is the same team ... it is an international action of MSF with the 3 sections involved MSF B , H, and F, and it is coordinated by paris . and blabla bla ....

Mr Kim said us that he will send the message to his friends of PYG and call us back asap to give their answer.

Following the discussions, I have with William and Jules:

what I propose:
- I will explain to MR Kim that 3 people will do the explo mission ... and Marteen Groot will accompany (if we have the positive answer from PYG today or tomorrow) this team to facilitate the first contacts and he will stay only some days. So, we will ask for 4 visas.

- for the mission in june, Jules can accompany Olivier and Patrick for the seeds program. Jules is a high level representative of MSF and he will be able to negotiate with the team the MSF intervention with the DPRK authorities.

Do you agree ???

Tchao Martine